PICKUP PANELS

Modu-Loc’s pickup panels are a lightweight, versatile solution for basic applications.
ECONOMICAL – Pickup panels are a cost-effective option for those who have basic fence requirements
CONVENIENT – These powder-coated steel panels are 6’ x 4’, making them the perfect size to fit inside most vehicles
SIMPLE TO SET UP AND TAKE DOWN with interlocking fence panels, bases and caps
VERSATILE – Panels can be used for a variety of different projects ranging anywhere from home renovations to gardens

and animal enclosures
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PICKUP PANELS
ACCESSORIES
Modu-Loc offers a wide range of accessories to improve the safety, stability, and security of your new temporary
fence system. Pickup panels can be used to suit a number of different applications, and Modu-Loc’s pickup panel
accessories help to ensure that your fence is optimally installed, no matter the conditions.
SECURITY CLAMPS
Modu-Loc offers security clamps for a breach-resistant temporary fence system. These
U-bolt style clamps cannot be removed without the proper tools and access to the back
of the fence line. In addition to making your fence more secure, they improve stability by
acting as a third connection point between the panels.

BASIC GATE WHEEL SET
Create a gate using one of your pickup panels and our basic gate wheel set, which
includes a wheel and a spacer to allow for free movement. Our gate wheels are designed
so that they can be used to build a swing gate or a sliding gate. Basic gate wheels are
best suited for flat, even terrain.

ALL-TERRAIN GATE WHEEL SET
When you need a gate for rough or uneven terrain, our all-terrain gate wheel is the
ideal solution. Designed with larger wheels that easily glide over grass, gravel and soil,
our all-terrain gate wheel set can be used to create a swing gate or sliding gate. Set
includes a spacer for swing gate applications.

MODU-LOCK
Durable and weather-resistant, these PVC-coated locks are a quick and effortless way to
secure your gate. Designed to withstand bolt cutters, this lock acts as a visual deterrent
for would-be thieves and keeps your site protected. Set your own four-digit combination no keys to worry about!

PRIVACY SCREEN
Modu-Loc privacy screening is ideal for limiting visibility or containing dust and debris.
Our privacy scrim is made of durable knit polyethylene and has a density of 90% for
maximum privacy. Available in 50’ rolls, the screen can be cut to length without running.
Includes grommets for easy installation.
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WIND BRACES
In situations where your fence may be exposed to high winds, wind braces are a perfect
solution to ensure fence line stability. By bolting to the ground and attaching to the top
of the fence panels, they prevent the fence from being blown or knocked over. Strongly
recommended if privacy screen is being used.

SANDBAGS
When it comes to stability solutions, sandbags are an ideal alternative to staking methods if ground penetration is not possible. They are an inexpensive, easy, and portable
option for reinforcing the fence line.

SAFETY SIGNS
Promote your commitment to safety and inform subcontractors of required personal
protective equipment (PPE) with our safety signs. Coroplast signs are lightweight and
suitable for outdoor use. Grommeted for easy installation.

SAFETY RAMPS
Orange plastic safety ramps mount securely to cover Modu-Loc fence bases, eliminating
trip hazards and providing a continuous surface for wheeled equipment such as forklifts,
strollers or wheelchairs. They are ideal for high-traffic areas such as shopping malls or
public sidewalks.

For product pricing and availability, please contact your local Modu-Loc depot. Our Sales Representatives can assist
you with finding the best solution for your specific needs.
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